Description of the RECORD GPS Study
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The participants in the RECORD Study (Residential Environment and CORonary heart Disease) were recruited during preventive health checkups in 2007-2008, and were born in 1928-1978. Every participant residing in 112 pre-selected municipalities of the Ile-de-France Paris region at baseline presenting at the IPC Medical Center for a health checkup was invited to enter the RECORD Study. The selected municipalities of the Ile-de-France region included a broad range of municipalities in terms of household income and urbanicity degree.

In the second wave of the study (2011-2012), 410 RECORD participants were invited to enter the RECORD GPS Study. Of these, 236 accepted to participate. Participants wore a BT-Q1000XT GPS (QStarz) and a GT3X+ accelerometer (The Actigraph) on the right hip with a dedicated elastic belt, for the recruitment day and 7 additional days, all day long from wake up to bedtime. The participants had to fill out a travel diary by reporting their activity places over the 7-8 days, each time with arrival and departure times.

The GPS data were collected every 5 seconds. After linear interpolation of the missing data, the GPS data were analyzed with an algorithm (ArcGIS Python script) that identified all of the activity locations of the participants (any activity at a stationary location) from the accumulation of GPS points over 7 days. Based on these outputs of the algorithm, the Mobility Web Mapping application was used to visualize the activity patterns on a map per participant per day. The Mobility Web Mapping application was designed by the University of Montreal. The application was used to survey the participants on the activity performed at each visited location and on the modes used in each trip. The survey operator could report activity locations and trips undetected by the algorithm and could modify/remove detected visits to locations that were inaccurate or incorrect. This procedure resulted in the identification of 7138 trips for 229 participants. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The RECORD GPS Study was approved by the French Data Protection Authority.
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